
Relative Clauses (which/where/whose/who/whom)

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Operations were undertaken only as a last resource to save life; the
surgeon knew full well that he placed his patient in further peril merely by
cutting through the skin, in a manner ________ has now happily become a
thing of the past.

1.

which

Pontius now called for the Roman fecialis, ________ duty it was to
conclude all treaties and take all oaths for the Roman people.
2. whose

She turned to the man ________ had just taken a letter from his pocket.3. who

Of men in love ________'re dying.4. who

He was the man ________ had the driving power.5. who

It was not she ________ brought the great emotion.6. who

Not the one ________'s travelling with me.7. who

That part of it ________ is appropriated to cover the cost of conducting the
service is of the nature of a price for a service rendered.
8. which

I know the making of them had been a great pleasure to Miss Cynthia, and
I was sure it was she ________ had taken care of the garden, and was
always at much pains to get seeds and slips in the spring.

9.
who

The captain, ________ had so long been a cause of so much discomfort,
was gone where the wicked cease from troubling.
10. who

It is only I ________ have been foolish.11. who

The other bands above mentioned have each their own amir, besides
their mekowwams or agents, ________ business it is to see after provisions,
water and the like, and are not seldom encumbered with a numerous retinue
of servants and other attendants.

12.
whose

It is sufficient for you to know that when we again reached our vessel, I
was attracted by the screams of a child, ________ seemed to come from the
depths of the ocean.

13.
which
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Just then Raphael suddenly staggered to his feet; he looked like a man
________ has just received a blow.
14.

who

He went into the front drawing-room, ________ was empty; but a fire
burnt in the back one, and before it someone was seated.
15. which

He spoke as much to himself as to the man ________ was now beside
him.
16. who

The explosion followed by a British charge, ________ resulted in the
taking of a part of the German trenches.
17. which

Miss Nelson had a private sitting-room, ________ was not thrown open to
her pupils.
18. which

The crib stood close to the window, ________ was open.19. which

St. Francis of Sales founded the Visitandine order, ________ duty it was
to visit the sick in pairs.
20. whose
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